, Shin-Ru Shih 1, 3, 4 I nfluenza is a highly contagious, acute, and febrile respiratory illness that occurs in epidemics every winter and occasionally in pandemics. The disease is caused by the influenza virus, which belongs to the family Orthomyxoviridae. Influenza virions are enveloped particles containing a segmented, single-stranded RNA genome with negative polarity. [1] The virus can be classified as influenza virus A or B, and influenza A virus can be further classified into subtypes based on the antigenic properties of the glycoproteins hemagglutinin (HA) and neuraminidase (NA). Thus far, 18 HA subtypes (H1-H18) and 11 NA subtypes (N1-N11) have been discovered. [2] Nearly all combinations of HA and NA subtypes circulate in avian species, except H17N10 and H18N11, which were recently identified in bats -the only mammal that can fly.
Avian species have been considered a reservoir for the influenza virus. Low pathogenic avian influenza (LPAI) viruses widely circulate in birds living near wetlands and aquatic environments. Despite being infected, most of these birds remain asymptomatic of developing illness. Genetic reassortment -an exchange of gene segments among different subtypes of virus -occurs frequently in the avian reservoir. Bird migration is the primary cause of different avian influenza viruses transferring from one geographic region to another. Wild avian species can spread the viruses to domestic poultry. Although most avian infections are asymptomatic, several subtypes, such as H5 and H7, can evolve to become highly pathogenic avian influenza (HPAI) viruses in poultry.
It is generally known that a "host species barrier" exists between avian species and humans for influenza A virus, which restricts the virus to bind only to a species-specific cell receptor or prevents an efficient replication subject to cellular factors. [3] This is the primary reason that the avian influenza A virus cannot infect humans easily. However, several outbreaks of HPAI infections in poultry have occurred in the past two decades, and direct transmission of avian influenza A viruses to humans has been reported. For example, the H5N1 outbreak in Hong Kong in 1997 resulted in the first human cases of avian influenza virus infection. [4] Following that, H5N1 viruses spread throughout numerous Asian countries including Indonesia, China, Thailand, and Vietnam, as well as to other continents. From 2003 to 2013, 648 cases of human H5N1 virus infection, of which 384 were fatal, were reported to the World Health Organization by 15 countries. [5] Most of the infected individuals were reported to have had a history of direct contact with avian species; however, a number of family clusters have raised concern regarding human-to-human transmission. Although H5N1, in its current form, still lacks the ability to transmit efficiently among humans, it continues to pose a threat of becoming a human virus because of its potential to evolve through genetic drift from accumulating point mutations and genetic shift from reassortment.
Not only HPAI alone can cause human infection; at the end of April 2013, an LPAI H7N9 outbreak in China resulted in 131 confirmed human infections including 44 fatalities (statistics from February 2013 to April 2013). This new virus emerged from a reassortment of at least three subtypes of avian influenza virus: Its HA was derived from H7N3, NA from H7N9, and six other internal genes from H9N2. [6] Subsequently, only sporadic cases were reported (two infections each in May, July, and October, with one death in July). Whereas infected avian species exhibited only mild or no symptoms, this new H7N9 virus caused severe pneumonia and acute respiratory distress syndrome in many human cases. It is believed that this novel H7N9 virus harbors several mammalian adaptation markers that are associated with increased replication and transmission in mammals. This might explain why this LPAI virus can also infect humans. Despite the reported human-to-human transmission of H7N9, [7] the disease is still currently categorized as a "nonsustained" as opposed to a "sustained" human infection. In other words, H7N9 is an avian influenza virus and infects humans only when an individual has direct contact with infected poultry. It is not capable of spreading easily among humans to be referred as "human influenza A virus."
In addition to H5N1 and H7N9, other avian influenza viruses have also been reported to infect humans. In 1999, avian influenza A H9N2 viruses were isolated from the nasopharyngeal aspirates of two children, and the illness was mild and self-limited in both cases. The H9N2 human isolates shared high sequence similarity with that of poultry isolates identified in the same year, [8] and sporadic human cases have been reported since 1999. In 2003, an outbreak of the H7N7 virus in poultry in the Netherlands resulted in 89 human cases, including one death. [9] More recently, the first-ever reported human case of avian H6N1 virus infection was confirmed in Taiwan. [10] This case was a mild infection in a 20-year-old woman. The entire genome sequence of this virus was quickly released by the National Influenza Center, Center for Disease Control, Taiwan, and the segment-wise analysis indicated that several internal genes of this new virus originated from another H5N2 avian virus, which has been circulating in Taiwan for years. The virus exhibits a G228S substitution in the HA protein, which might affect its receptor-binding affinity. Although this is the only human case identified thus far, the frequent reassortment and high prevalence of H6 viruses in avian species have raised concerns about public health. Continued monitoring of H6 viruses in Taiwan and the surveillance of other avian influenza viruses in unknown-pathogen-pneumonia cases are critical.
